
Curriculum Policy       Reviewed: September 2017 

Al-Noor Primary School 

Curriculum Policy 

1. Introduction 

1.1 The curriculum consists of all the planned activities that we organise and conduct in 
order to promote the learning and personal growth and development of our pupils. It 
includes not only the formal requirements of most of the National Curriculum, along with 
PSHE, Citizenship, SEAL, Arabic and R.E. but also Qur‟anic and Islamic Studies and a 
growing range of extra-curricular activities that the school organises to enrich the learning 
experiences of our pupils and support them to develop their knowledge and skills and to 
achieve their true potential. It also includes the „hidden curriculum‟: what the children learn 
from the behaviour and values of their teachers and other adults in the school, through 
what they observe, the way they are treated and the expectations placed on them, 
including for behaviour. We aim to encourage children to grow into highly achieving 
individuals who are emotionally competent, spiritually intelligent, positive and responsible 
people, with a strong sense of identity, citizenship and purpose, who can work and co-
operate with others. 

1.2 Al-Noor Primary School‟s curriculum policy was reviewed in September 2013 in 
preparation for implementation of the New National Curriculum (2013) and again in 
September 2015, when procedures were established for subject leaders to monitor and 
raise standards in their relevant curriculum area, to drive on-going improvements to the 
curriculum. 

2. Values 

2.1 Our school curriculum is underpinned by the Islamic values that inform both the ethos 
and vision of our school. The curriculum is the means by which the school achieves its 
objective of educating children in the knowledge, skills and understanding that they need 
to lead fulfilling lives and become well rounded British citizens 

We value the way in which all children are unique, and our curriculum promotes respect for 
the views of each individual child, as well as for people of all cultures. We value the 
spiritual, emotional and moral development of each person, as well as their intellectual and 
physical growth. 

We value the importance of each person in our community. We organise our curriculum so 
that we promote co-operation and understanding between all members of our community. 

We value the rights enjoyed by each person in British society. We respect each child in our 
school for who they are, and we treat them with fairness and honesty. We aim to enable 
each person to be successful, and we provide equal opportunities for all the children in our 
school. 

We value our environment, and we aim, through our curriculum, to teach respect for our 
world, and how we should care for it for future generations, as well as our own. 
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2.3 The school curriculum and school values echo the sentiments of the Every Child 
Matters Agenda. It aspires, amongst other things, for every child, whatever their 
background or their circumstances, to have the support they need to unleash their full 
potential and make excellent progress in literacy and numeracy, the subjects they nurture 
talents and passion in and  

 Be healthy  

 Stay safe  

 Enjoy and achieve  

 Make a positive contribution  

 Achieve economic well-being  

The school is aware that this also means that the organisations involved with providing 
services to children - from hospitals and schools, to police and voluntary groups - now 
team up in new ways, sharing information and working together, to protect children and 
young people from harm and help them achieve what they want in life. The ECM agenda 
aims for children and young people to have far more say about issues that affect them as 
individuals and collectively. The school curriculum mirrors this e.g. through the operation of 
a school council which gives students a taste of the democratic process, and other 
teaching-learning strategies. 

2.4 The values above are incorporated into the main values and aims of the school, upon 
which the curriculum is based: 

K1. a curriculum that seeks to develop pupils‟ Islamic knowledge as well as their 
knowledge of Qur‟an & Arabic. 
K2. a curriculum that seeks to give pupils a good grounding in foundation subject areas 
and make them well-informed about important contemporary issues ffecting British society 
and the wider world; 
K3. the emotional literacy and competencies of pupils so they exert positive influence over 
their own behaviour as well as others in their lives. 
S1. the development of pupils‟ leadership skills: confidence, communication, initiative, 
problem solver (pro-active). 
S2. the development of pupils‟ social skills and an appreciation of those they differ with, 
compassion towards them and those in need in order to work with and for their good & the 
common good.  
S3. the physical and cultural development of pupils so they enjoy themselves and become 
well-rounded individuals who are a part of British society.. 
D1. the spiritual development of pupils, focusing in particular on the Islamic qualities of: 
Islam, Iman, Ihsan, Ikhlas, Muhasabah, Tawakul‟alalAllah, Sabr, Shukr and self-
sufficiency. 
D2. the moral development of pupils such that their behaviour is characterised by excellent 
self-discipline and manners and governed by the Islamic values of Taqwa and Akhlaq. 
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3. Aims and Objectives 

3.1 Our school has born the aims of the National Curriculum in mind in our curriculum:  

 an introduction to the essential knowledge that pupils need to be educated citizens 
and to the best that has been thought and said;  

 engender an appreciation of human creativity and achievement. 

 provide an outline of core knowledge around which teachers can develop exciting 
and stimulating lessons to promote the development of pupils‟ knowledge, 
understanding and skills as part of the wider school curriculum. 

 set high expectations for every pupil, plan stretching work for pupils whose 
attainment is significantly above the expected standard and in particular, plan 
lessons for pupils who have low levels of prior attainment or come from 
disadvantaged backgrounds.  

 use appropriate assessment to set targets which are deliberately ambitious. 

 take account of duties under equal opportunities legislation that covers race, 
disability, sex, religion or belief, sexual orientation, pregnancy and maternity, and 
gender reassignment.1 

 ensure that there are no barriers to every pupil achieving, including those that have 
special educational needs, many of whom also have disabilities.  

 take account of the needs of pupils whose first language is not English. Monitoring 
of progress should take account of the pupil‟s age, length of time in this country, 
previous educational experience and ability in other languages. 

 teaching opportunities to help pupils for whom English is an additional language 
develop their English and should aim to provide the support pupils need to take part 
in all subjects.  

3.2 Our school curriculum also aims to:  

 nurture good character as epitomised by the Prophet Muhammad, peace be upon 
him; 

 nurture good manners and behaviour and a strong sense of accountability for their 
actions; 

 provide pupils with a sound foundation in Islamic beliefs in practises; 

 equip pupils with the necessary skills and experiences to contribute towards the 
betterment of their communities and society as a whole; 

 impart British values and foster respect and understanding towards all members of 
society; 

 provide knowledge about beliefs and customs of major faith groups, recognising the 
great number of values and aspirations we have in common 

 help children understand the religious and cultural heritages around the globe and 
in British our society; 

 encourage the emotional, spiritual and moral development of our pupils;  

 help children understand the importance of truth and fairness and respect for all; 

                                                 
1
 Age is a protected characteristic under the Equality Act 2010 but it is not applicable to schools in relation 

to education or (as far as relating to those under the age of 18) the provision of services; it is a relevant 
protected characteristic in relation to the provision of services or employment (so when thinking about 
staff). Marriage and civil partnership are also a protected characteristic but only in relation to employment. 
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 fulfil the basic requirements of the New National Curriculum; 

 enable children to have respect for themselves and high self-esteem, and to be able 
to live and work co-operatively with others; 

 promote diversity, fairness, equal access and opportunity; 

 enable all children to learn and develop skills to the best of their ability; 

 promote a positive attitude towards learning and teaching, so that children enjoy 
coming to school, and acquire a solid basis for lifelong learning; 

 teach children the basic skills of English, Mathematics, Science, Geographic and 
Historical inquiry, PSCHE, SEAL, Art & Design, P.E., Design and Technology, 
Information, Communication Technology (ICT) and Computing; 

 enable children to be creative, and to develop their own critical and independent 
thinking skills; 

 teach children about their developing world, including how their environment and 
society have changed over time; 

 identify barriers to progress and take preventative and remedial action; 

 challenge children at all levels of ability through an emphasis on thinking skills ; 

 enable children to develop a strong sense of identity. 
 
3.3 Through the school curriculum, explicit, hidden and extended, pupils are provided 
with experiences in all areas required by the regulations governing independent schools, 
as set out below. The school‟s separate subject policies give further details on the subjects 
taught on the school timetable. 
 

 Linguistic 
Through the teaching of English and Arabic, the linguistic skills of pupils are 
developed. Due attention is paid to speaking and listening and the proper 
application of grammar and a cross-curricular approach to English ensures its 
development in a range of scenarios across subjects including but not limited to 
Science, Geography and History through activities involving report writing, debate, 
drama and public speaking. 
 

 Mathematical and Economic 
Mathematics is taught across the year groups from Reception class to year Six and 
its skills are drawn upon and further honed in subjects across the curriculum. For 
example simple calculations, tables, charts and graphs are used in Science and 
Geography, timelines are used in History, measure is used in Design and 
Technology, proportion in Art and Design. Through Maths topics that deal with 
money and through projects such as the creation of a market in the school gym and 
the annual entrepreneurial project that year six pupils engage in, the economic sills 
of pupils are also nurtured.  

 

 Scientific 
Science is also taught across the year groups starting with Understanding of the 
World in the Early Years. Increased time is given to the subject compared with other 
NC foundation subjects underscoring the importance the school places on the skills 
and knowledge pupils gain through its study, transferable to other areas of the 
curriculum and their lives. 
 

 Technological 
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Pupils study Design and Technology as well as Computing, as set out in the 
National Curriculum, from years One to Six. Reception pupils also use the school‟s 
ICT suite to build a foundation of skills to draw upon later on in this subject that 
plays a large role in preparing pupils for the needs of workforces of the future. 
 

 Human and Social 
PSHE and citizenship occupy a key place in the school‟s curriculum and wider aims 
and thus the school ensures a cross-curricular approach to the area, drawing on 
SEAL, Islamic Studies, RE, and computing in addition to timetabling a regular 
PSHCE lesson (PSHE and citizenship) to ensure pupils gain a good grounding in 
the various areas essential to developing the skills needed to be good Muslims 
prepared for life in modern Britain. Fundraising for charitable causes local and 
further afield also help pupils gain empathy for those less fortunate than themselves 
as well as build the skills to be able to help them in the future.  
 

 Physical 
The school believes that it is essential to develop, nourish and nurture a healthy 
body, mind and soul. Whilst much of the curriculum dwells on the latter, a 
programme of Physical education lessons across all year groups and extra 
opportunities for physical activity in the school week are utilised to encourage pupils 
to stay active and fit. Weekly Tag Rugby sessions in the park for years one to six 
help with this as does exercise at line up three mornings a week. Pupils in year one 
also learn swimming and all classes visit the school‟s allotment plot during the year 
to grow and tend to vegetables, which also involves a brisk walk for classes in Key 
Stage Two. 
 

 Aesthetic 
Pupils develop their artistic skills through Art and Design in the school curriculum, 
taught as a timetabled subject. This involves them producing their own work but 
also examining the work of artists such as Kandinsky and Clarice Cliff. These skills 
are also used to produce displays for the school, to compete in the school‟s periodic 
art competitions and to enhance their learning across subjects. Design and 
Technology also allows them to consider the aesthetic and create designs which 
appeal to the aesthetic needs of the human spirit as well as their own aesthetic 
tastes. In addition, pupils learn about music through the Islamic tradition of 
nasheeds, songs sung to praise the Almighty and to recognise the value of the 
Prophet Muhammad, may God‟s peace be upon him. Nasheed lessons are taught 
across the year groups to develop pupils‟ understanding and appreciation of music. 
Pupils use the duff to develop instrumental skills and to explore a range of elements 
essential to the production of music such as pitch, rhythm, timbre and dynamics. 
Pupils learn to develop their singing voices by focussing on musical elements and 
through singing a range of an-nasheed across each year.  
 

 Creative 
The school considers the promotion of creativity an important part of its commitment 
to ensuring pupils make fine progress across all areas of the curriculum and 
develop higher order thinking skills as well as skills that promote innovation. 
Subjects such as Art and Design and Design and Technology are key to this but so 
are subjects such as Science and History where pupils can be inspired by the 
creativity of others. The use of drama, role play and hot-seating across the 
curriculum also aids the creative development of pupils, as do cross-curricular 
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projects for homework, nasheed lessons and PE. At the same time a teaching 
approach is used to promote the thinking skills of pupils through questioning and 
encouraging questioning and the evaluation of work and solving of problems from 
different perspectives. 
 

 Golden Time 
Every Friday across the school, the last lesson of the day is a time of reward and 
enjoyment for pupils: Golden Time. Classes use their classrooms and, according to 
a rota, all the different spaces available in the school, in the pursuit of fun 
enrichment activities. From this academic year onwards practises have been further 
honed to ensure that pupils are exposed to aesthetic and creative activities in this 
session such as: 
 

1) Pottery and clay work 
2) Drama & poetry & the spoken word 
3) An-Nasheed 
4) Art and model making 
5) The aesthetic & creative through computing 
6) Cooking 

 
 Classes focus on one of the above for half a term to build their aesthetic and 
creative skills and quality of their work and final pieces. 

 
3.4 NAVIGATE 
The school also delivers a cross-curricular programme („NAVIGATE‟) focussing on the 
development of good character to complement the PSCHE and Islamic Studies curricula 
(Refer to SMSC Policy and appendix). NAVIGATE aims at nurturing the following 
characteristics: 
 

 Sincerity 

 Honesty 

 Generosity 

 Modesty 

 Courage 

 Patience 

 Gratitude 

 Etiquettes 

 Leadership skills (vision, 
communication, resilience, 
ownership, contribution) 

 

4. Organisation and Planning  

4.1 We plan our curriculum in three phases: long term planning, medium term planning 
and short term planning. (See EYFS section for Reception.) Appendix I and II list planning 
responsibilities.  The school Curriculum Map breaks the curriculum areas into manageable 
half term blocks ensuring breath & balance in curriculum provision and continuity and 
progression from term to term and year to year.   

4.2 Curriculum Time 
The School day starts at 8am and ends at 2.45pm, before and after which clubs take 
place. Hours given to each subject are set out in the tables below. Reception Class and 
Year One have an hour‟s lunch break each day and Years Two to Six have 50 minutes. 
The tables below set out the number of hours each week spent on each subject or area of 
learning.  
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Reception   

Subject   Number of weekly hours 

Qur'an   2.42 

Arabic   2.42 

Islamic Studies   0.83 

Phonics   2.67 

Handwriting   1 

ICT   1.08 

Allotment   0.83 

Assembly   1 

Story time   0.83 

EYFS Framework                     
(This is taught across all the 
activities, resources and 
provision each day. 
Specifically teacher led 
sessions (for small groups) are 
given here.) 

Communication & Language 1.33 

Literacy 2 

Mathematics 3.33 

Personal Social and Emotional Development 1.08 

Physical Development 1.08 

Understanding the World 1.08 

Expressive Arts & Design 1.08 

 TOTAL: 24.06 
   

Yr One to Yr Six 
  Subject Yr One Yr Two Yr Three Yr Four Yr Five Yr Six 

Qur'an 2.5 2.5 2.83 2.67 2.5 2.5 

Arabic 2.67 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 

Islamic Studies 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 

Prayer 

 1.58 
(Reading -
prayer in 
summer) 

1.58 1.58 1.58 1.58 

English 4.75 4.83 4.5 4.67 4.83 4.83 

Guided Reading  1 1 1 1 1 

Maths 4.17 4.17 4.17 4.5 4.17 4.17 

Science 1.75 1.75 1.83 1.42 1.75 1.75 

PSCHE 1 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 

RE (yr 5, extended hrs)         0.75   

Computing 0.92 0.83 0.92 0.83 0.83 0.83 

Art & Design 0.42 0.42 0.46 0.42 0.42 0.42 

Design Technology 0.42 0.42 0.46 0.42 0.42 0.42 

History 0.42 0.42 0.46 0.42 0.42 0.42 

Geography 0.42 0.42 0.46 0.42 0.42 0.42 

Physical Education 2.09 1.67 1.33 1.67 1.67 1.33 

Allotment 0.67 0.58 0.46 0.58 0.58 0.58 

Music 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 

Assembly 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Golden Time 0.75 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 

Phonics & Reading (yr 1) 2           

TOTALS: 27.95 26.26 27.71 27.85 28.59 27.5 
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4.3  We agree a long-term plan for each key stage. This indicates what topics are to be 
taught in each term, and to which groups of children. We review our long-term plan on an 
annual basis.  The National Literacy Strategy, National Numeracy Strategy and QCA 
based schemes of work are also drawn on as they provide detailed guidance on: 
expectations, learning objectives, possible teaching activities, resources, approximate 
time, some learning outcomes and progression across all year groups in knowledge, skills 
and understanding of the curriculum. Sample long term plan is given in Appendix VII. 

4.4 With our medium-term plans, we give clear guidance on the objectives and teaching 
strategies that we use when teaching each topic. As we have adopted the Collins Primary 
Literacy and Collins Busy Ants Maths Schemes of work for our school, we take our 
medium-term planning from these documents. We use the national schemes of work for 
much of our medium-term planning in the foundation subjects.  The school makes use of 
Collins for Mathematics, English, and handwriting respectively.  Science, History, 
Geography, ICT, P.E., Art and Design and D&T are adapted from the QCA scheme of 
work along with other resources such as books for History and Geography.  R.E. follows 
an agreed syllabus with the Education Committee that draws on the local SACRE syllabus. 
The school adopts the Val Sabin scheme of work for PE and the Collins Handwriting 
scheme. There are also Islamic themes to units adapted from QCA schemes of work as 
well as those being developed by teachers within school. Sample medium term plan in 
Appendix IX. The school has also introduced a „PSCHE‟ Curriculum, which ensures SMSC 
requirements are covered in depth and broadly across the school.    

4.5 Our short-term plans are those that our teachers write on a weekly or daily basis. 
Sample templates are given in Appendix x. We use these to set out:  

 the  New National curriculum programme of study section & scheme of work 
references 

 the learning objectives for each lesson 

 targetted detailed learning intentions and success criteria for each group of learner 

 key vocabulary and key skills to be employed 

 differentiated activities for faster & slower learners 

 teaching-learning resources to be employed 

 teaching-learning tasks and activities (detailing the introductory activity, main 
activities and plenary activity to be employed) 

 specifics on the Islamic aspects of the lesson 

 planned opportunities for thinking activities 

 the form of assessment to be employed 

 questions for thinking, learning and formative assessment 

4.6 Short term lesson plans are evaluated by teachers and feedback is used to adapt 
short-term and medium-term plans and to inform assessment targets and, if needed, IEP 
targets, for each child and group. Schemes and programmes of work are revised and 
amended termly or annually as the need arises.  

4.7 There are at least three educational trips a year (termly) linked to curriculum areas, 
though a trip every half-a- term is the expected number.  

4.8 In the Early Years Foundation Stage we adopt an inter-disciplinary topic approach to 
curriculum planning as required by the revised EYFS Framework. Due diligence is given to 
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ensuring a balance in adult-led teaching as well as whole group and small group teaching 
and child-initiated learning. The outdoors is also an important aspect of this. We plan the 
curriculum carefully, so that there is coherence and full coverage of all aspects of the early 
learning goals, and there is planned progression in all curriculum areas according to each 
pupil‟s need and interests. 

4.9 We stress cross-curricular links to be made at the planning stage.  English, 
PSHE&SEAL and Islamic Studies in particular are taught in a cross-curricular way 
wherever possible.   

4.10 Islamic Studies is also taught discretely through three timetabled subjects: Arabic, 
Qur‟an and Islamic History. Dedicated specialists deliver these subjects. Arabic is also 
taught as a modern foreign language. Islamic studies is also addressed through the school 
ethos, assemblies and organisation as well as a cross-curricular approach to teaching to 
national curriculum subjects of the school curriculum.  

4.11 Assemblies are delivered twice a week and are used to support the delivery of the 
school‟s ethos PSCHE curriculum. A separate plan of assemblies to be delivered through 
the year is created to reflect these requirements. Appendix IV 

5. Children with Special Needs  

5.1 Al-Noor Primary is an all-inclusive school which depends on our own resources, or 
those privately available to families and those available to independent schools from 
outside agencies. 

5.2 The curriculum in our school is designed to provide access and opportunity for all 
children who attend the school. If we think it necessary to adapt the curriculum to meet the 
needs of individual children, then we do so only after the parents of the child have been 
consulted.  

5.3 If a child has a special need, our school does all it can to meet these individual needs. 
We comply with the requirements set out in the SEN Code of Practice in providing for 
children with special needs. If a child displays signs of having special needs, his/her 
teacher makes an assessment of this need and refers the child to the school‟s SENCO. 
The SENCO prepares an IEP for the child which in most instances the teacher is able to 
use to provide the resources and educational opportunities which meet the child‟s needs 
within the normal class organisation. If a child‟s need is more severe, we meet with the 
child‟s parents to ask them to consider referring their child for a statement of special 
needs. This process may also involve contacting external agencies for support such as 
educational psychologists.  

5.4 The school provides an Individual Educational Plan (IEP) for each of the children who 
are on the special needs register. This sets out the nature of the special need, and outlines 
how the school will aim to address the need. It also sets out targets for improvement, so 
that we can review and monitor the progress of each child at regular intervals. 

5.5 The school uses a similar approach for pupils needing Individual Behaviour Plans 
(IBP) and for children who are Gifted and Talented. See the Gifted & talented Provision 
Policy & the Behaviour Development policy for further details. 
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5.6 The school is of the view that almost all its pupils are EAL pupils. This it aims to 
develop Literacy across the curriculum and provide visual cues and word banks as well as 
encourage reading through weekly whole-school reading sessions, daily story-time and 
parental workshops and newsletters to encourage its development in the home 
environment. See the EAL policy for further details. 

6. The Early Years Foundation Stage 

6.1 At Al-Noor Primary the overarching aim of the EYFS is to help young children achieve 
the five Every Child Matters outcomes with additional outcomes stemming from our Islamic 
and individual ethos: 

 being healthy 

 staying safe 

 enjoying and achieving 

 making a positive contribution 

 achieving economic well-being 

 become pious Muslims, characterised by Ihsan, husn ul-Khuluq and emotional 
wisdom 

 become confident and positive Muslim citizens 

 become self-less, giving people, compassionate towards all 

 become self-sufficient and responsible leaders 

6.2 We aim to provide a broad and balanced curriculum which will enable each child to 
develop personally, socially, emotionally, spiritually, physically, creatively and intellectually 
to his/her full potential. Each child is valued as an individual and teaching and learning is 
based on the understanding that children develop at different rates. 

6.3 We also aim to: 

 provide a safe, challenging, stimulating, caring and sharing environment which is 
sensitive to the needs of the child, including children with additional needs 

 provide a broad, balanced, relevant and creative curriculum that will set in place firm 
foundations for future learning and development in Key Stage 1 and beyond 

 provide opportunities for children to learn through planned, purposeful play in all 
areas of learning and development 

 use and value what each child can do, assessing their individual needs and helping 
each child to progress 

 enable choice and decision-making, fostering independence and self-confidence 

 work in partnership with Parents/carers and value their contributions 

 ensure that all children, irrespective of ethnicity, culture, religion, home language, 
family background, learning difficulties, disabilities, gender or ability, have the 
opportunity to experience a challenging and enjoyable programme of learning and 
development 

6.4 See further details in the EYFS Policy. 

7. Thinking Skills 
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The school aims to develop pupils higher order thinking skills to help them make the most 
of their potential and achieve highly. The school recognises that all pupils have different 
learning preferences and styles and aims to help pupils develop their weaker skill areas as 
well as capitalise and cater for their stronger skill areas and learning styles and 
intelligences. Teachers plan for the development of pupil thinking skills recognising that 
slower learners often demonstrate the use of lower order thinking skills but not always. 
Sample lesson plans are given in appendices VII and a reference document listing the 
higher order thinking skills sought is given in appendix VIII. 

8. The Role of the Subject Leader  

8.1 The role of subject leaders is to raise standards in his/her subject whilst:  

 providing a strategic lead and direction for the subject; 

 monitoring the quality of teaching in the subject across the school; 

 monitoring pupil progress in the subject area by examining pupil work and 
assessment data; 

 monitoring planning and assessment in the subject area; 

 providing efficient resource management for the subject; 

 supporting teachers to identify groups of pupils in need of intervention and help 
design, resource and deliver an effective intervention programme to narrow the gap 
(in English and Mathematics).  

9. The Year Six Transition Syllabus 

9.1 The transition syllabus aims to ease the transfer of year six pupils from Al-Noor 
Primary School to any establishment and is taught across the last half term of the school 
year, immediately after the Key Stage Two tests. The Transition Syllabus aims to give 
pupils learning opportunities to develop life skills to aid their transition from primary to 
secondary schooling and from childhood to adolescence-adulthood. Teaching and learning 
is aimed to be hands-on and experiential with the use of frequent trips but also include 
formal lessons and workshops. The syllabus also equips pupils by asking them to reflect 
on themselves, others and their wider community. They investigate how to deal with 
various situations with a focus on how they can practically benefit others.   
 
9.2 The syllabus aims to cover the six key skills of communication, application of number, 
ICT, working with others, improving own learning & performance and problem solving to 
ensure pupils still receive a broad and balanced curriculum and education. 
 
9.3 Activities planned throughout the curriculum also allow pupils to develop skills towards 
achieving the five ECM outcomes of: staying safe, enjoying, achieving, making a positive 
contribution and achieving economic well-being. 
 
9.4 Key Topics Covered 

 Allahs World, My World 

 Who Am I?/ What Can I Do And Give? 

 Preparing For The Hereafter 

 Manners Of A Muslim 

 The Heart 

 My Role 
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 Growing Up: Taharah- Purity & Puberty 

 Growing Up: Relationships 

 Entrepreneurial Project 

 Enrichment activities 
 
 9.4.1 ALLAH‟S WORLD, MY WORLD: 

1. Our role in Allah‟s world. 
2. Our impact as humans on climate change. 

  
 9.4.2 WHO AM I? -  WHAT CAN I DO AND GIVE? 

1. Exploring ideas about my qualities and traits and how these are pleasing to Allah 
(including identity). 
2. Plan out where I want to be in my life every 10 years until the end of my life 
(reflecting on whether Allah is central to my life). 
3. Reflecting on who I am and what I can offer. 
4. Revising what I can do to help strengthen for my family/ friends/ community. 

 
 9.4.3 PREPARING FOR THE HEREAFTER 

1. Reflect on the phenomenon of death. 
2. Learn what happens when the soul is taken to heavens and receives glad tidings. 
3. Learn about the questioning stage of al- Barzakh. 
4. Learn about the order of events of the last day. 
5. Revise how we can prepare for the hereafter. 

 
 9.4.4 MANNERS OF A MUSLIM 

1. Learn what the manners of Muhammad saw were. 
2. Research the characteristics of the prophet saw and reflect upon my own. 

 
9.4.5 THE HEART 
1. Understand the criticality of nurturing the heart to nurture Ihsan, using the „hadith 
of Jibra‟il‟ as a starting point. 
2. Learn about types of hearts and their distinguishing qualities and corresponding 
soul types. 
3. Learn about diseases of the heart and how to root them out. 
4. Learn about fruits of the heart and how to nurture them. 
5. Reflect over their own heart and resolving to develop them. 

 
9.4.6 MY ROLE 
1. The purpose in life is to worship Allah. 
2. Explore Islamic dress. 
3. Discuss a Muslim‟s role in society (including da‟wah). 
 
9.4.7 GROWING UP: TAHARAH- PURITY & PUBERTY 
1. Basic hygiene and Wudhu before prayer. 
2. Major and minor impurity and how to perform Ghusl. 
3. The physical and emotional changes during puberty. 
4. How to be responsible after puberty. 
5. How to deal with their emotional feelings. 
 
9.4.7 GROWING UP: RELATIONSHIPS (now taught in Year 5 & 6) 
1. Revise- showing respect to and listening to family members. 
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2. Revise- the importance of family and key members of the family. 
3. Learn about the different types of relationships: Marriage/ friends family 
members/ 
school fellows. 
4. Learn how to manage feelings and emotions in relationships. 
5. Anti Bullying (including Homophobic bullying) 
6. Protected characteristics- Different Families – The Equality Act 
 
9.4.8 ENTREPRENEURIAL PROJECT 
This consists of a series of lessons which gives pupils a small budget of £100 and 
asks them to generate ideas, research and develop ideas, practise product design, 
cost final product, evaluate marketing techniques and finally produce the product for 
commercial sale. 
 
9.4.9 WORKSHOPS / ENRICHMENT 
Transport Safety 
Transport for London visits Year Six during the last half term to advise pupils on 
how to use transport safely. They look at the use of buses, trains, tubes and the 
DLR. Pupils watch a video which describes the dangers of using various modes of 
transport in reconstructions of real events. 
Along with the video pupils are taught how far to stand from the edge of the platform 
and the road, how to use TfL bus, train and tube maps, how and where to purchase 
tickets from and who to ask for help if problems arise. 
 
Safe use of the internet 
Pupils are taught in school which sites are safe for use by children, which search 
engines are safe, how to use search engines and the danger of chat rooms, email 
groups and messaging services. 
 
First Aid 
Taught course on first aid, which lasted for one day and covered basic life saving 
and accident-avoiding skills. Pupils are awarded with a certificate to acknowledge 
the skills they gain. 
 
Drugs Information 
The local PCSO and police education dept. rep. came in to speak to pupils about 
the dangers of alcohol and drug use. They discussed the dangers of obtaining and 
using drugs and alcohol in their new schools and among friends. Drugs and 
Smoking: influences & peer pressure workshop by the police education service; 
 
Football friendly 
Pupils from Al-Noor participated in a football friendly with Christchurch pupils, a 
nearby Christian School. This was part of the ongoing friendship ties that both 
schools have with each other. 
 
SLP St Anthony's 
The Schools Link Project (SLP) has enabled pupils from year six to make an 
association with year six pupils from a Catholic school. The link school is St. 
Anthony‟s and is not far from Al-Noor. Pupils have been writing identity cards for 
their peers at St. Anthony‟s. Future plans are to meet on neutral ground in Jewish 
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community centre, where pupils can exchange information and learn things about 
each other. 
 
Careers Workshops  
At least two Muslim professionals related to the school community visit to give short 
workshops to inspire pupils to study further and achieve highly as well as give them 
role models and open their eyes to the options available to them. In the past pupils 
have been visited by a hospital doctor, a hospital pharmacist, an engineer, a Muslim 
police officer and an architect to hear about and discuss career choices.  
 
TRIPS 
Year Six go on various trips across the half term. These allow pupils to learn how to 
use public transport, spend money wisely, interact with members of the public as 
well as benefit from the other skills and learning opportunities each present. Trips 
include: 
 
Physical Education trips 
A 3 day residential in a centre taking part in a variety of activities including archery, 
adventure course, ariel runway and team building. Bi- yearly – two residentials take 
place. 
 
Fun & Celebration  
Pizza Express – Cross curricular with healthy eating, health and safety involving 
food and getting active in cooking. 
 
Year Six Graduation Evening, where pupils share their school memories, entertain 
through song and play and are presented with a plaque and copy of the Qur‟an to 
mark the end of their schooling at Al-Noor Primary. 
 
Religious places of Worship 
Pupils visit each year a Synagogue, Mosque, Hindu Temple and St. Pauls 
Cathedral. 
 
University  trip 
Pupils have visited Imperial College and received a science workshop from college 
students as well as a tour of the site in the past. 
 
Technology Field Trip 
Pupils have visited the Apple Store over the past few years to take part in creative 
workshops to enhance skills in using and making slideshows with effects and 
themes.  
  
Residential Care Home visit 
Pupils have visited a local care home every year to meet and speak with some of 
the elderly residents there. Pupils conduct informal interviews and ask questions to 
obtain information about people‟s lives and interests. Pupils are able to witness at 
first hand the effects of old age on people‟s mental and physical health and learn a 
sense of respect and appreciation for the elderly in the local community. 

10. Enrichment 
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10.1 Enrichment –Appendix III 

10.2 Assemblies are delivered by teachers and pupils twice a week on Monday & 
Wednesday mornings for years two to six and at lunch times for reception and year one 
who focus on phonics every morning. Details in Appendix IV 

10.3 After School Clubs – Appendix V 

10.4 Developing leadership 

The school has developed opportunities for pupils to lead in different aspects of school life 
from planning and leading projects to develop the school further e.g. the school council‟s 
work on making the school an eco-school and the work by year six girls on creating an 
annual re-union event for school leavers. The school has also created monitoring positions 
throughout the school. These are accompanied by a short job description, contract and 
induction. Pupils are expected to lead to ensure their duties and area of responsibility are 
properly fulfilled, cared for and developed. Appendix VI 

11. Curriculum coordination 

11.1 The curriculum coordinator is the current deputy headteacher. The role of the 
coordinator is to ensure delivery of the curriculum, to ensure match between all phases of 
planning, to lead review and improvement of the curriculum and to ensure the delivery of 
the school aims, coordination between teachers and subject leaders and to develop cross-
curricular links or integration of subjects. 

12. Monitoring and Review 

12.1 The education committee of the board of trustees is responsible for monitoring the 
way the school curriculum is implemented. This committee reviews each subject area 
regularly.   

12.2 The headteacher is responsible for the overall organisation of the curriculum. The 
headteacher monitors the weekly lesson plans for all teachers, ensuring that all classes 
are taught the full requirements of the National Curriculum and that all lessons have 
appropriate learning objectives. 

12.3 Subject leaders monitor the way their subject is taught throughout the school. They 
examine long-term and medium-term planning, and ensure that appropriate teaching 
strategies are used. Subject leaders also have responsibility for monitoring the way in 
which resources are stored and managed.  

12.4 This policy was reviewed in September 2017. Next review date: September 2021 

Signed, on behalf of the Board of Trustees, by: ____________________________ 

Signature: ______________________________  Dated: _____________ 
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 APPENDICES 

 APPENDIX I 

PLANNING 

  Who When Where kept Monitoring 

Long term Planning 

Islamic 
Subjects 

Subject Leader (upon 
agreement with Ed. 
Comm) 

July 
(agreed in 

September) 

Teacher Planning File/ 
T:Drive 

S.Butt/ Ed. 
Comm 

NC Subjects 
(except and  

Subject Leader (upon 
agreement with Ed. 
Comm) 

July 
(agreed in 

September) 

Classroom Planning 
File/ T:Drive 

S.Butt/ Ed. 
Comm 

PSHE/SEAL Subject Leader (upon 
agreement with Ed. 
Comm) 

July 
(agreed in 

September) 

Classroom Planning 
File/ T:Drive 

S.Butt/ Ed. 
Comm 

R.E.  Subject Leader (upon 
agreement with Ed. 
Comm) 

July 
(agreed in 

September) 

Classroom Planning 
File/ T:Drive 

S.Butt/Ed. 
Comm 

  Who When Where kept Monitoring 

Medium (half term) Planning 

Islamic 
Subjects 

Subject Leader 1st week of 
each ½ 
term 

Ustadhs Planning File/ 
T:Drive 

Subject 
Leader*/SLT 

Ed. Comm 

NC Subjects Subject Leader 1st week of 
each ½ 
term 

Classroom Planning 
File/ T:Drive 

Subject  
Leader */ 

SLT 

PSHE/SEAL  Subject Leader 1st week of 
each ½ 
term 

Classroom Planning 
File/ T:Drive 

SLT 

S.Butt 

R.E. Subject Leader 1st week of 
each ½ 
term 

Classroom Planning 
File/ T:Drive 

Subject  
Leader */ 

SLT 

  Who When Where kept Monitoring 

Short term Planning 

NC Subjects Class Teacher weekly Classroom Planning 
File/ T:Drive 

SLT 

Islamic 
Subjects 

 

Arabic/Is Stds/Qur‟an 
teachers 

weekly Classroom Planning 
File/ T:Drive 

SLT 

  Who When Where kept Monitoring 
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Early Years Foundation Stage 

Long Term 
Planning NC 

Class Teacher July (for 
next 
September) 

Classroom Planning 
File/T:Drive 

SLT / Ed. 
Comm 

Long Term 
Planning 
Islamic 
Subjects 

Specialist teacher July 
(agreed in 

September) 

Ustadhs Planning 
File/T:Drive 

SLT / Ed. 
Comm 

Medium 
Term NC 
subjects 

Class Teacher 1st week of 
each ½ 
term 

Classroom Planning 
File/T:Drive 

SLT 

Medium 
Term Islamic 
Subjects 

Specialist teacher 1st week of 
each ½ 
term 

Ustadhs Planning 
File/T:Drive 

SLT 

Short Term 
NC subjects 

Class Teacher weekly Classroom Planning 
File/T:Drive 

SLT 

Short Term 
Islamic 
Subjects 

Specialist teacher weekly Ustadhs Planning 
File/T:Drive 

SLT 

  Who When Where kept Monitoring 

SEN 

Individual 
Education 
Plans 

Class Teacher  & 
SENCO 

Half termly 

 

Classroom SEN file 

/SENCO‟s office 

SENCO & S. 
Butt 

  Who When Where kept Monitoring 

Behavioural 

Individual 

Behaviour 

Modification 

Plans 

Deputy Head As and 

when 

needed 

SLT behaviour folder SLT, S.Butt 

  Who When Where kept Monitoring 

Welfare 

CAF/CP DSM 

Safeguarding/Headteacher 

As and 

when 

needed 

DSM 

Safeguarding/Headteacher, 

under confidential cover 

Designated 

trustee for 

Safeguarding, 

D.Juneja 
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APPENDIX II 

  

SUBJECT COORDINATORS  

 

Arabic Eshan Imrit/Daniela Zerouak 
 

Qur‟an Hafiz Ubaidullah/Daniela Zerouak 
 

Islamic Studies Yusuf Mulla 
 

English Jabed Subhan 
 

Mathematics Ayesha Ahmed 
 

Science Shanaz Begum 
 

History and Design Technology Rabia Rizwan 
 

Computing Hafsa Qutub 

PSCHE  Zaheera Navlakhi Ahmed/ Nusrat Abdulla 

NAVIGATE Haroon Butt 

Art & Design Sadia Abbas 
 

Geography  Nazneen Ibraheem 
 

Physical Education Hafsa Qutub 
 

Religious Education Jabed Subhan 
 

Early Years Foundation Stage Fatma Mirza 
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APPENDIX III   SAMPLE CURRICULUM ENRICHMENT YEAR PLAN - Trips, Visitors & Events  

 

CLASS HALF TERM1 HALF TERM 2 HALF TERM 3 HALF TERM 4 HALF TERM 5 HALF TERM 6 

R 
Local park Dicovery Centre Stratford 

Dinosaur workshop 
in school 

Spitafields/Mudchute 
Farm 

Suntrap (Exploring the 
natural world) 

Sealife Centre 
Southend 

1 
Local park 

Ilford Library- exploring various 
texts (fiction/non-fiction) 

Hainault Country 
park & farm 

Dicovery Centre 
Stratford (Story World) 

Suntrap (Forest Sensory 
Trail) London Zoo 

2 

Local Park - 
Navigate  Discovery Centre - Gruffalo 

Museum of 
Childhood - 
workshop on 
moving toys 

Science Museum - 
workshop on Forces Aquarium 

Suntrap 
(Comparing 
animals from 
diffrent habitats) 

3 
East Ham Nature 
reserve 

Chiltern Open air museum cc 
with history (Iron Age) 

Natural history 
Museum 
(earthquakes and 
volcanoes) 

British Museum (Ancient 
Egypt) Kew Gardens Woburn Safari 

4 

Ragged School 
Museum (Victorian 
London/ stories 
from the past) 

ROYAL PARKS FOUNDATION 
EDUCATION CENTRE AT 
LONDON ROYAL PARKS 
FOUNDATION EDUCATION 
CENTRE  

Lullingstone Roman 
villa cc with history  

Fairlop Waters– part of 
Navigate and cc with art  

British Museum (Early 
Islamic Civilisation) Go Ape 

 

Local Council 
Chambers trip with 
local counsellors Wood Craft Workshop trip 

Ilford Recorder 
Officer 

   

5 

Science Museum 
(Empiribox focus) Thames Barrier 

Museum of London 
(Anglo Saxons) 

Greater London 
Assembly Visit Stubbers (Blossoming out) Residential 

 
Wood Craft Workshop trip 

    

6 
 

Visit to Houses of parliament & 
educational workshop & with 
local MP 

British Museum - 
Measurement 

 

V&A museum: 'perfect 
patterns' & 
'artofIslamicpatterns' Residential 

 
Imperial War Museum 

   

Meadow court care 
home 

     
gardens of peace 
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cemetry 

     

olympic park tour & 
ArcelorMittal Orbit 
3 Thornton Street 

     
local mandir 

     
career's week 

     

forensic science 
week 

     

journalism and 
newsroom week 

     
St Pauls Cathedral 

     
local gurdwara 

     

Bet Tikvah 
Synagogue 

     
Chessington 

        

 

Ideas 
Hampton Court 
Palace Newham City Farm 

Architecture Centre 
London Colchester Zoo Windsor Castle Castle Acre Norfolk, 

[also at 
Ukschooltrips.co.uk] 

 
Chelsea World of 
Sport  

 
Florence Nightingale 
Museum 

 
Tower Bridge 

 
Woburn Safari Park 

 
Houses of Parliament 

 
London Bridge 
Experience 

 
East Ham Nature 
Reserve 

 
Bank of England 

 
Museum of Kent Life 

 
London Transport Museum 

 
NPower Tilbury Energy and 
Environment Centre 

 
Thames Barrier 

 

Britain at War 
museum 

Natural history 
museum 

 
Science Museum 

 
London Canal Museum 

 
Architecture Centre London 

 
Godstone Farm 

    

making a front page with the 
Guardian Newspaper ilford recorder woodcraft 
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APPENDIX IV     ANNUAL ASSEMBLY SCHEDULE 
(A few topics and speakers may change from year to year.) 

 
1. Ensure it is 
Islamically accurate and 
draw out essential 
lessons relevant to 
children that nurture -
not bare historical facts 
that would confuse. 

2. Nurture good citizenship and British Values. 
Include: compliance with equality legislation, 
encouraging respect towards all others with 
particular regards to all the protected 
characteristics, compassion towards all 
members of society, understanding and 
working with all for the common good. 

3. Ensure it is 
age 
appropriate 
and caters for 
the full range 
you’re speaking 
to. 

4. Ensure it is interactive and 
enjoyable - use different 
forms of media, Q&A and 
make it child-led whenever 
you can. 

5. Avoid using ‘don’t’ and highlighting negative 
behaviours. Remember that children , especially younger 
ones, remember and confuse details and may well do, or 
remember, the opposite of what you intended, if you are 
not careful. 

6. If in doubt - ask a colleague for 
their advice and if still in doubt 
ask an SLT member. 

Date Assembly (SEAL Themes in Green) Led By Whole school focus CC -hadith/Qur'an/IslamicEthos School Challenge 

07/09/2015 Welcome back -Rules around the 
school & behavioural 
expectations: sanctions & rewards 

HT    

08/09/2015 & 
09/09/15 

New Beginnings - Being 
Brave/Overcoming Fears 

DHT Setting targets for 
yourself/ Doing 
something brave 
overcoming feelings 
of fearfulness 

Story of Yusuf (as)Tawakul in Allah 
Sabr 
Resilience 
Courage 
Persistence 

 

14/09/2015 Husn-ul-Khuluq - Good behaviour HT Husn ul-Khuluq - 
good behaviour - and 
follow the rules 

"I have not come except to perfect good 
conduct/manners" & The heaviest thing 
to be placed in the scales on the Day of 
Judegement is Husn Ul-Khuluq" 

 

15/09/2015 & 
16/09/15 

New Beginnings - Safe spaces and 
environments/New Beginnings 
blessing of Dhul-Hijjah 

DHT Fasting in dhul Hijjah 
- expiation of sins - 
like a fresh start at 
school leave old poor 
habits behind, intend 
to make new 
goodhabits. Think 
about culture and 
behaviour to make a 
safe space 

 Yr. 1 & 2 - What was the 
name of the Prophet 
Yusuf's father 
Yr. 3,4,5 & 6 - What was 
the dream that the 
Prophet Yusuf had 
when he was small and 
what was the meaning 
behind it? 
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21/09/2015 The Mayor of Redbridge Visit HT/AH Local Council - 
Mayors duties. 
School council 
inauguration 

  

22/09/2015 
Whole School 
due to Eid 
Closure 

Hajj HT Hajj The purpose of Hajj is to put aside the 
world and focus on worshipping Allah, 
purification, forgiveness, repentance and 
learning the lessons of Ibrahim a.i. and 
his family: tawakul. What we can do if 
not on Hajj... 

 

Eid-ul Adhah School Break 23-27/09/15 
28/09/2015 Hajj HT Hajj The purpose of Hajj is to put aside the 

world and focus on worshipping Allah, 
purification, forgiveness, repentance and 
learning the lessons of Ibrahim a.i. and 
his family: tawakul. What we can do if 
not on Hajj... 

 

29/09/2015 & 
30/09/15 

WOW Tracker Introduction and 
Eating adab, cleanliness 

DHT  Umm Isa to introduce the WOW tracker - 
discuss lunchtime adab and habits for 
cleanliness 

Husn ul-khuluq, Jannah 
money, the scales 

05/10/2015 Curriculum Snapshot - Year 3 
Chicks Hatching Skipping 
Competition - Rules and Format 

Year 3, DZ 
& HQ 

Learning Journey - 
class shares 
knowledge and 
learning with whole 
school for a chosen 
topic from their 
class. 

  

06/10/15 & 
07/10/15 

Black history month - solving 
world problems, Islam in Africa, 
racism and Iblis, equality and 
respect. 

HT Husn ul-Khuluq - 
good behaviour 

Innaka la'ala khuluquil Adheem. 'You 
have not believed unless you love for 
your brother what you love for yourself'. 
etc see akhlaq sheets 

Yrs 1 &2: write down 2 
hadith mentioned 
intoday's assembly abot 
akhlaq. Yrs 3-6: write 
down 3 ayat from the 
Qur'an about akhlaq 
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12/10/2015 Patience & Self control -Discipline DHT    

13/10/15 & 
14/10/15 

Getting on and Falling Out DHT  Khadijah to the Prophet (saw) when he 
received wahy 

 

19/10/2015 RasulAllah - Uswatun Hasanah & 
A description - following him/his 
Sunnah. 

HT sabr and self control The strong person is not someone who 
can win in wrestiling but someone who 
can control themselves when in anger 

 

20/10/15 & 
21/10/15 

National Parents' Week & Peer 
Mediation 

HT 20th - 26th October 
2014 - National 
parents week 

  

Autumn - Half Term Break 26/10/15 - 30/10/15 
02/11/2015 GOFO - keeping calm DHT keeping calm and 

overcoming feelings 
of anger 

The story of the people ship 
Lessons from the flight of geese 

 

03/11/15 & 
04/11/15 

GOFO - being a really good DHT being a really good 
friend 

Friendship Story - learning to be a good 
friend comes from good character 
development 

 

09/11/2015 GOFO - solving a difficult DHT  Abu Bakr and the Prophet  

10/11/15 & 
11/11/15 

Suratul Hujurat: making peace HT    

16/11/2015 ANTI BULLYING WEEK- Say No to 
Bullying 

DHT 16th - 20th 
November 2015 - 
Anti Bullying Week 

 Ant- Bullying poster 
competition 

17/11/15 & 
18/11/15 

ANTI BULLYING WEEK- Say No to 
Bullying 

DHT    

23/11/2015 Interfaith week assembly/ Walk to 
School Announcement 

HT/DHT 17th - 21st 
November 2014 - 
Interfaith week 

 Banner Competition for 
WTSW and Surprise on 
Friday Golden Time for 
those who walk at least 
4 days 
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24/11/15 & 
25/11/15 

Suratul Hujurat: avoiding put 
downs & Hadith:do not believe 
unless speak good or remain 
silent 

HT  You do not believe unless speak good or 
remain silent. 

 

30/11/2015 Anti Bullying Assembly - 
Competition winners, highlighting 
what pupils had learnt and 
demonstrated in their posters. 

HT    

01/12/15 
&02/12/15 

Suratul Hujurat: Suspicion DHT Treating others well In suspicion there is much sin.  

07/12/2015 Trials and Tawakkul DHT Trusting in Allah And whoever places their trust in Allah 
will find him sufficient. 

 

08/12/15 & 
09/12/15 

Taqwa (staying away from bad 
deeds/sins - athar: taqwa is like 
how you would walk along a path 
strewn with thorns) (& Anger) - 
the story of Ahmed, the boy who 
read the signs of Allah in creation 
and loved his local park and heard 
assemblies by Mrs Nabila about 
taqwa but had a bad habit of 
anger which she gave another 
assembly about and helped him 
to control. 

HT Remember Allah and 
stay away from 
wrong doing 

“O mankind! We have created you from 
a male and a female, and made you into 
nations and tribes, that you may know 
one another. Verily, the most honourable 
of you with Allah is that (believer) who 
has Taqwa. Verily, Allah is All-Knowing, 
All-Aware.” [Qur’an 49:13] 

 

14/12/2015 Going for Goals DHT morality = defining 
boundaries for 
acceptable behaviour 
- boundary defined 
by Allah. 

  

15/12/15 & 
16/12/15 

ADVERTISING/WHO WE CHOOSE 
FOR FRIENDS/SELF IMAGE 

HT taking responsibility 
for their successes 
and when things go 
wrong 
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21/12/2015 Stories of the Great Women - 
Maryam and Christmas 

HT    

22/12/15 & 
23/12/15 

The Story of Isa HT    

24/12/2015 WHOLE SCHOOL END OF TERM 
ASSEMBLY 

 ATTENDANCE AND 
PUNCTUALITY 
CERTIFICATES + 
REMINDERS 

  

Autumn - End of Term Break 25/12/15 - 04/12/15 (Staff INSET 04/01/16) 
05/01/2016& 
06/01/2016 

GFG - setting achieving goals and 
resilience … 

DHT Do good whenever 
you can however 
small resilience - 
bouncing back, 
maintaining effort 
through a difficult 
experience or after a 
mistake 

Be sure We shall test you with something 
of fear and hunger, some loss in goods, 
lives and the fruits (of your toil), but give 
glad tidings to those who patiently 
persevere.―2:155 

 

13/01/2016 International Cultural Heritage 
Week - BRITISH, RELIGIOUS & 
CULTURAL HERITAGE WEEK 
2016 

HT/ International cultural 
heritage week. 
respecting 
differences 

  

18/01/2016 PCSO Mardell KS2 8.00am 
Assembly on what police do and 
stranger danger. KS1 Assembly at 
1.30pm 

Police 
officers 

Rule of Law, 
citizenship - how 
local police help us 
social and emotional 
health - stranger 
danger.  

  

19/01/2016 & 
22/01/2016 

BRITISH, RELIGIOUS & 
CULTURAL HERITAGE WEEK 
2016 - Class assemblies each day 
- feedback to and sharing with 
school the learning from previous 
week.  

Each class 
to present 
assembly 
daily year 
2-6 

International cultural 
heritage week. 
respecting 
differences 
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25/01/2016 GFG - waiting & persistence … 
Perseverance (never giving up, 
Nick Vujcic) (and gratitude) 

DHT waiting for what they 
want, persistence 

patience - "Indeed Allah loves the 
patient" 

 

26/01/2016& 
27/01/2016 

Stealing / Prophet Ayyub/Sabr / 
The advice of Prophet Luqman a.i. 
to his son 

Yr 6  And (remember) Ayyub (Job), when he 
called his Lord saying, “Here I am, 
afflicted by pain and You are the most 
merciful of all the merciful.” 21:83 

 

01/02/2016 SCHOOL COUNCIL AHT Democracy and 
leadership 

Believers are those who promote what is 
good and prohibit was is bad. 

KS1: 1 hadith about 
tawhid; KS2: 1 ayah 
about what Allah loves 
& 1 about what he 
doesn't love. 

02/02/2016 & 
03/02/1016 

GTBM - responding in ... DHT Responding in an 
assertive way 

Standing up for what you believe, 
Praying on trip days, Balance between 
Assertiveness and Bullying/Harshness 

 

08/02/2016 Brotherhood & Love for one 
another 

DHT Respect you will not believe until you love for 
your brother what you love for yourself 
& spread salam 

 

09/02/2016 & 
10/02/2016 

Safer Internet Day DHT ESafety “There should be neither harming nor 
reciprocating harm” 

 

Spring - Half Term Break 15/02/16- 19/02/16 
22/02/2016 GTBM - helping someone and 

Pride vs Arrogance 
DHT Helping someone 

with a worry 
“Serve Allah, and join not any partners 
with Him; and do good- to parents, 
kinsfolk, orphans, those in need, 
neighbours who are near, neighbours 
who are strangers, the companion by 
your side, the wayfarer (ye meet), and 
what your right hands possess: For Allah 
loveth not the arrogant, the 
vainglorious” {The Qur’an, 4:36} "Help 
the weak or do good for a person who 
cannot work for himself." I said, "If I 
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cannot do that?" He said, "Refrain from 
harming others for this will be regarded 
as a charitable deed for your own good." 
/ Proud of your iman! Your most precious 
asset, Story of Musab ibn Umair, who 
gave up everything for his iman 

23/02/2016 & 
23/02/2016 

Gratitude & Prophet Sulayman a.i. DHT Gratitude Being thankful to Allah, and thankfulness 
towards others 

 

29/02/2016 World Book Day assembly & 
teacher play 

Eng Leader World Book Week Read!  

01/032016 & 
02/03/2016 

Smiling & a good word & small 
deeds we overlook (Surat ul 
Ma'oon) 

Eng Leader  “Do not regard any good deed as 
insignificant, even meeting your brother 
with a cheerful face.” 

 

07/03/2016-
11/03/2016 

ISLAM AWARENESS WEEK 
ASSEBLIES FOR VISITING 
SCHOOLS 

    

14/03/2016 Relationships with others DHT World Book Week “No greater deed will be placed in the 
balance than a good attitude towards 
others. A good attitude towards others will 
bring a person up to the level of fasting 
and prayer.” 

 

Nor can Goodness and Evil be equal. 
Repel (Evil) with what is better: then will 
he between whom and thee was hatred 
become as it were thy friend and 
intimate! And no one will be granted 
such goodness except those who 
exercise patience and self-restraint none 
but persons of the greatest good fortune. 
(41:34-35) 

15/03/2016 & 
16/03/2016 

R - being pleased for others - 
update on being a good friend 

DHT being pleased with 
someone’s 
achievements 

Love for your brother what you love for 
yourself 
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21/03/2016 Respect for others, those who are 
different in anyway, including 
protected characteristics 

HT Respect for others, 
including those who 
are different 

O mankind! Lo! We have created you 
from male and female, and have made 
you nations and tribes that ye may know 
one another.Lo! the noblest of you, in 
the sight of Allah, is the best in conduct. 
Lo! Allah is Knower, Aware. 49:13 

 

22/03/2016 & 
23/03/2016 

Easter & April Fools & joking HT Respect for others. Caring for your neighbours. Lying and 
hurting others for a joke is not 
acceptable. 

 

Spring - End of Term Break 25/03/16 - 11/04/16 (staff INSET 11/04/16) 
12/04/2016 - 
WHOLE SCHOOL 

Guest: Visually impaired speaker 
with guide dog: Understanding 
blindness and how guide dogs 
help blind individuals in daily life 
and routines.  

GUEST Respect for others, 
including those who 
are different 

O mankind! Lo! We have created you 
from male and female, and have made 
you nations and tribes that ye may know 
one another.Lo! the noblest of you, in 
the sight of Allah, is the best in conduct. 
Lo! Allah is Knower, Aware. 49:13 

 

13/04/2016 - 
WHOLE 
SCHOOL 

R - helping someone & honesty DHT telling the truth 
saying sorry or 
making amends 

Honesty is a basic trait of piety.  

18/04/2016 Green Week: recycling and walk 
to school, bins etc 

Yr 4 Environment and 
sustainability - 
looking after our 
world! 

Allah swt has made you vicegerents over 
the world. Do not waste. Share. 

 

19/04/2016 & 
20/04/2016 

Green Week: protecting the 
environment & the importance of 
growing plants 

Yr 5 Environment and 
sustainability - 
looking after our 
world! 

If the day of judgement was begun and 
you were about to plant a tree, continue 
to plant it... 

 

25/04/2016 Punctuality & Attendance & Trust 
and Amaanah 

Yr 6  “Those who are faithfully true to their 
amanah (all the duties which God has 
ordained, honesty, moral responsibility 
and trusts, etc.) and to their 
covenants...these indeed are the 
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inheritors. Who shall inherit Paradise. 
And dwell therein forever” (Quran 23:8, 
23:10-11) 

26/04/2016 - 
WHOLE SCHOOL 

Justice and fairness HT Justice "O you who believe! Stand out firmly for 
justice, as witnesses to Allah, even as 
against yourselves, or your parents, or 
your kin, and whether it be (against) rich 
or poor: for Allah can best protect both. 
Follow not the lusts (of your hearts), lest 
you swerve, and if you distort justice or 
decline to do justice, verily Allah is well-
acquainted with all that you do." [Sûrah 
al-Nisâ’: 135] 

 

27/04/2016 - 
WHOLE 
SCHOOL 

DIsability YR 6 DIsability - Respect 
for others, including 
those who are 
different 

  

Bank Holiday 2nd May 2016 
03/05/2016 
&04/05/2016 

Forgiving others Yr 5 Forgiveness Let them pardon and overlook. Would 
you not love for Allah to forgive you? 
Allah is Forgiving and Merciful.24:22 

 

09/05/2016 Dhikr Ullah – The remembrance 
of Allah 

Yr 6 The remembrance of 
Allah 

Verily in the remembrance of Allah do 
hearts find contentment. 

 

10/05/2016 - 
WHOLE SCHOOL 

The 4 Great women: Khadijah Yr 4 Empowered, strong 
Muslim women 

The leaders of the women of Paradise 
are 4... 

 

11/05/2016 - 
WHOLE SCHOOL 

Anti- Bullying Yr 5    

16/05/2016 Stories of Sahaba - The 10 
promised Paradise No. 1 Abu Bakr 
As-Sdieeq & Honesty & 
Generosity 

Is Stds 
teacher 

Honesty & 
generosity 
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17/05/2016 & 
18/05/2016 

The celebrations of other 
religions: Judaism, Hinduism, 
Sikhism, Buddhism 

RE Leader Respect others Be happy for your neighbours and take 
care of them. Spread peace and 
understanding. 

 

23/05/2016 Stories of Sahaba - The 10 
promised Paradise No2 - Umar al-
Faruq & Courage & Justice 

Arabic 
teacher 

Justice   

24/05/2016 - 
WHOLE SCHOOL 

Discrimination Yr 4  Equality Act   

25/05/2016 - 
WHOLE SCHOOL 

Stories of Sahaba - The 10 
promised Paradise No3 – Uthman 
ibn Affan & Generosity & 
modesty/humility 

Yr 3 Humility   

Summer - Half Term Break 30/05/16 - 03/06/16 
06/06/2016 Ramadhan HT Ramadhan Fasting has been prescribed for you as it 

was to those bfore you that you may 
attain Taqwa. 

 

07/062016 & 
08/06/2016 

Stories of Sahaba - The 10 
promised Paradise No4 - Ali ibn 
Abi-Talib Courage 

FJ Courage   

13/06/2016 The 4 Great women: Aseya & 
Fatima Courage, perseverance, 
tawakul 

HT Tawakul The leaders of the women of Paradise 
are 4... 

 

14/06/2016 & 
15/06/2016 

C - getting better at their learning 
… 

DHT gaining knowledge The Messenger of Allah (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) said, 

"Allah makes the way to Jannah easy for 
him who treads the path in search of 
knowledge." 

 

20/06/2016 Abdur Rahman al-Awf/ Talha ibn 
Ubaydullah generosity and 
courage 

FJ Generosity and 
courage 

  

21/06/2016 & 
22/06/2016 

C - making the best… DHT    

Ramadhan & EId - ul - Fitr 10 days Break - 27/06/16 - 8/07/16 
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11/06/2016 Etiquette- coduct with ourselves, 
others and Allah 

HT    

12/07/2016 & 
13/07/2016 

C - changing their behaviour … DHT    

18/07/2016 Reading the signs of Allah HT  Indeed in the alternation of night and 
day... 

 

19/07/2016 & 
20/07/2016 

Leadership & taking ownership of 
self and future through reflection 

HT    

25/07/2016 Sports Day Assembly DHT/ PE 
Leader 

Sports Day   

26/07/2016 - 
whole School 

Sports Day assembly -
winners/certificates 

DHT/PE 
Leader 

   

27/07/2016 - 
whole School 

END OF TERM ASSEMBLY HT    

Summer End of Year Break 29/07/16 - 07/09/16 (staff inset on 5/09/16 & 6/09/16) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX VI    Pupil Leadership Opportunities at Al-Noor Primary 
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Class 

monitors 
(register etc)

Peer 
mediators

Newsletter 
contributions

Playground 
buddies

Musalla 
monitors

Reading 
Quran 

Helpers

ICT room 
support

Corridor 
monitors

Student 
council

Sawt ul Noor

Sports Day 
Leaders

Eco School 
CommitteeRainbow 

Families 
Project 

Prayer 
Buddies

Office 
helpers

Visitor 
Guides

New Pupil 
Buddies

Lunchtime

monitors

Al Ansar 
Team

Leading 
Friday 

prayers

Group 
leaders in 

project work

Funday 

volunteers

Sponsorship 
Events

MYMN 
Exhibition 
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AL NOOR YEAR PLAN   YEAR: 3  TEACHER: Daniela Zerouak     DATE: 2015-

2016 

Theme/Topic 

Autumn 1
st
 Half 

(6wks) 

TOPIC: Location, 

Location 

Autumn 2nd Half 

(8wks)  

TOPIC: Caves 

Spring 1
st
 Half 

(6wks) 

TOPIC: Active Earth 

Spring 2
nd

 Half  

(6wks) 

TOPIC: Ancient Egypt 

Summer 1
st
 Half 

(5wks) 

TOPIC: The Ultimate 

Sandwich 

Summer 2
nd

 Half  

(7wks) 

TOPIC: We are botanists 

Literacy 

Stories with familiar 

settings 

Poems to perform  

Dialogue and plays 

Adventure and mystery 

Authors and Letters 

 

Reports 

 Shape poetry and 

calligrams 

Myths and Legends 
Instructions 

Language Play 

Information texts  

Dialogue and plays 

Mathematics 

Unit 1:  

Week 1 – Number and 

Place Value 

Week 2 – Addition and 

Subtraction 

Week 3 – Properties of 

Shapes 

Unit 2:  

Week 1 – Multiplication 

and Division, including 

Number and Place Value 

Week 2 – Fractions 

Week 3 – Measurement 

(Mass) 

Unit 3:  

Week 1 – Addition and 

Subtraction 

Week 2 – Addition and 

Subtraction 

Week 3 – Properties of 

Shapes 

Unit 4: 

Week 1 – Multiplication 

and Division, including 

Number and Place Value 

Week 2 – Multiplication 

and Division, including 

Number and Place Value 

Week 3 – Measurement 

(Time) 

Unit 5: 

Week 1 – Number and 

Place Value 

Week 2 – Addition and 

Subtraction including 

Measurement (Money) 

Week 3 – Properties of 

Shapes 

Unit 6:  

Week 1 – Multiplication 

and Division including 

Number and Place Value 

Week 2 – Fractions 

Week 3 – Measurement 

(Length and Perimeter) 

Unit 7:  

Week 1 – Addition and 

Subtraction 

Week 2 – Addition and 

Subtraction, including 

Measurement (Money) 

Week 3 – Statistics 

Unit 8: 

Week 1 – Multiplication 

and Division including 

Number and Place Value 

Week 2 – Fractions 

Week 3 – Measurement 

(Perimeter) 

Unit 9:  

Week 1 – Number and 

Place Value 

Week 2 – Addition and 

Subtraction 

Week 3 – Properties of 

Shape 

Unit 10: 

Week 1 – Multiplication 

and Division 

Week 2 – Fractions 

Week 3 – Measurement 

(Volume and Capacity) 

Unit 11:  

Week 1 – Addition and 

Subtraction, including 

Measurement (Money) 

Week 2 – Addition and 

Subtraction 

Week 3 – Measurement 

(Time) 

Unit 12: 

Week 1 – Multiplication 

and Division 

Week 2 – Multiplication 

and Division 

Week 3 – Statistics 

Qur’an 

Qur’an: Al-Mutaffifeen 

Reading: Infitaar 

Tajweed: Important of 

tajweed 

Qur’an: Mutaffifeen 

Reading: Infitaar 

Tajweed: Rules of 

isti’aada & Basmallah 

RANDOM TEST 

Qur’an: Al-Infitaar 

Reading: Takweer 

Qur’an: At-Takweer 

Reading: Abasa 

Tajweed: Ways of 

reading last surah, 

Bismillah & Surah; 

Introduction noon 

saakinah and tanween 

Qur’an: ‘Abasa 

Reading: Naazi’aat 

Tajweed: concept of Al-

Ghonnah 

Qur’an: ‘Abasa 

Reading: Naazi’aat 

Tajweed: Al-Idhaar. 

Random Test 

Qur’an: An-Naazi’aat 

Reading: Naba’ 

Tajweed: Al-Idghaam 

Qur’an: An-Naazi’aat 

Reading:Naba’ 

Tajweed: Al-Iqlaab 

Term Test 

Qur’an: An-Naba’ 

Reading: Al-Mursalaat 

Tajweed: Al-

IkhfaaQur’an: An-Naba’ 

Reading: Al-Insaan 

Tajweed: Rules of Noon 

& Meem 

Mushaddadatayn. 

Random Test 

Qur’an: Revision of 

previous surahs learnt. 

Tajweed: Rules of Noon 

& Meem 

Mushaddadtayn. 

END OF YEAR EXAM 

term Test 

Arabic 

Revision:  

Family members, 

Animals. 

Places and Means of 

transport: 

to communicate with 

Extended family members: 

Uncle, cousin, grandson etc.  

Amount of people in their family 

Weather & seasons: 

How is the weather today? 

The weather is: sunny, rainy, cloudy, hot, cold, calm, 
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peers about some 

particular means of 

transport.( كيف تذهب الى,,) 

foggy. 

What season are we now/ which season is hot/cold? 

Islamic Studies 

Benefits of 

Fasting/Ramadaan 

Prayer: Revision of 

Wudhu, Performance of 

ruku’, sujood. 

Prayer: Supplications in 

the various positions 

Arabic and meanings 

Zikr after Prayer Arabic 

and meanings. 

Concept of Tawheed 

Prophets: Aadam, Idrees, 

Hood, Saalih. 

Morals & Ethics: 

Parents, Elders. 

Non-Muslims, Neighbours 

 

Seerah of the Prophet 

and lives of 

Companions 

PSCHE 

 

Other World Religions  

New Beginnings 

developing class rules 

Unit 3a Developing a 

healthy, safer lifestyle.  

Getting on and Falling 

out 

Say no to bullying 

 

Unit 4a Developing good 

relationships and 

respecting the differences 

between people  

Going for goals  

Cyber Safety- CEOP – Lee 

& Kim 

Developing confidence 

and responsibility & 

making the most of 

their abilities.1a 

Good to be me 

 

Preparing to play active 

role as citizens 2a 

Relationship 

Developing a healthy, 

safer lifestyle 3a,b 

Changes 

Science 

Aminals including 

Humans 

Importance of 

nutrition and 

skeleton. animals with and without skeletons 

Rocks 

different kinds of rocks 

and soils 

Forces and magnets 

behavior and everyday 

uses of different magnet 

Light 

How light behaves, 

shadows- forms and 

changes. 

Animals including 

Humans 

Importance of nutrition 

and skeleton. 

animals with and without 

skeletons 

Plants 

relationship between 

structure and function 

 

Computing 

Unit 3.1 

Programming an 

animation 

 

Unit 3.2 

Finding and correcting 

bugs in programs 

Unit 3.3 

Videoing performance 

 

Unit 3.4 

Exploring computer 

networks, including the 

internet 

Unit 3 .5 

Communicating safely on 

the internet 

Unit 3.6 

Collecting and 

analyzing data 

History/ Geography 
What’s in a region? 

Geography 

Stone Age to Iron Age 

History 

Where and Why does the 

world rumble? 

Geography 

 

Ancient Egypt 

History 

What was the life like for 

Musa (A.S.) in Ancient 

Egypt? 

History 

Muslims in Europe? 

Geography 

Art/ 

 D&T 

Down our street (nets) 

D&T 

Ourselves, Nature and 

the Creator  

Art 

Making volcanoes 

D&T 

Ancient Egypt  

Art 

Sandwich Snacks 3B 

D&T 

Gardens 

Art 

P.E. 
Unit 14 

Gymnastics Activities (3) 
Athletics activities 

Unit 13 

Net/Wall Games (1) 

Unit 10 

Invasion Games (1) 

Striking and fielding 

games 

Outdoor and adventure 

activities 

 Sample of 2015-2016 medium term plan for English 
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Al-Noor Primary Medium Term Planning 

SUBJECT: SEAL  TOPICS: Going For Goals CLASS: Year 3 

TEACHER:  YEAR: 3 TERM: Spring HALF-TERM: 1
st
   

TARGET(S): 

WK LESSON 

OBJECTIVE 

DIFFERENTIATED LEARNING INTENTIONS 

(KNOW, UNDERSTAND,DO) 

ACTIVITY / SKILLS Unusual Resources 

/ Trip 

ALL MOST SOME 1
 To know how we are 

clever 

All will learn about 

themselves as learners. 

Most will be able to 

tell others about 

themselves as 

learners. 

Some will learn 

about their strengths 

as individuals and 

will work on them to 

improve them 

further. 

The children use the scaling on the second 

resource sheet to show how much they are 

like the person in each section of the first 

resource sheet. 

‘How am I clever?’ 

resource sheet 

2
 Scaling All will work towards a 

goal. 

Most will be able to 

set success criteria so 

that they will know 

whether they have 

reached their goal 

Some will be able to 

break down a goal 

into a number of 

steps and wait for the 

results. 

Target setting and working to achieve a 

goal. 

A number scale on 

the white board 

from 1 to 10. 

3
 Foil frustration All will be able to 

identify some 

advantages and 

disadvantages of the 

goals they set for 

themselves. 

Most will be able to 

foresee obstacles and 

plan to overcome 

them when they are 

setting goals. 

Some will be able to 

predict the 

consequences of 

their 

actions/solutions or 

goals for themselves, 

other individuals or 

groups. 

Children discuss and come up with a 

definition of a goal and working out 

definitions to overcome frustrations and 

irritations. 

Story of Daisy and 

Rehana from the 

Blue resource pack 

4
 Taking responsibility All will learn that 

people have different 

attitudes to their 

learning and behaviour. 

Most will learn that 

they are responsible 

for their own 

learning and 

behaviour. 

Some will learn to 

take responsibility 

for their learning and 

behaviour. 

Children decide which sentences show that 

the person is taking responsibility and 

which sentences show that they are 

blaming things outside themselves. 

Lucky dip resource 

sheet 

5
 Going for a goal All will be able to 

break down a goal into 

a number of steps and 

wait for the result. 

Most will learn how 

others can help them 

to achieve their goals 

and how they can 

help others.  

Some will be able to 

tell what has gone 

wrong with a plan 

and why. 

Children to work in pairs to come up with 

a goal that each of them would like to 

achieve in the next few days. 
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6
 Weighing up the 

consequence 

All will understand that 

actions have 

consequences.  

Most will be able to 

predict the 

consequences of 

their 

actions/solutions or 

goals for themselves, 

other individuals or 

groups. 

Some will be able to 

make a choice about 

what to do based 

upon their 

predictions of the 

likely consequences. 

Children to talk in pairs about something 

they have done or they have known other 

people to do that was brave (this might 

include characters from stories or films 

and why they think that this was brave). 

Brave or unwise 

challenge resource 

sheet 

Cross curricular links: Literacy, Islamic studies Islamic ethos: Resilience as shown by the Prophets  

Navigate & British Values links:  

Assessment: Assessment will be carried out through observation and verbal response of pupils. 

Evaluation: 

 

NEW TEMPLATE 

  

SUBJECT:  TOPICS CLASS:  

HALF-TERM: TARGET(S):  

 

TOPIC: 

WK LESSON OBJECTIVE FBV / Equality  
/Islamic Ethos  
/Navigate 

LEARNING OUTCOME ACTIVITY / SKILLS 
Unusual 
Resources / Trip ALL MOST SOME 

1 ●   ●  ●  ●  ●  
2 ●   ●  ●  ●  ●  
3 ●   ●  ●  ● ●  
4 ●    ●  ●  ●  ●  
5 ●   ●  ●  ●  ●  
6 ●   ●  ●  ● ●   

 
Assessment: 
Formative-  
Summative-  
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English WEEKLY LESSON PLAN TEMPLATE   CLASS:  
Medium term plan refs: Autumn 1     DATE OF WEEK:    

 D
A

Y
 

LESSON 

OBJECTIVES 

& VOCAB / key 

words 

PUPIL 

LEARNING 

INTENTIONS 

INTRO MAIN ACTIVITES  & 

DIFFERENTIATION 

Islamic 

Ethos/ 

British 

Values/ 

Navigate 

links 

PLENA

RY 

QUESTI

ONS 

ASSESSME

NT 

RES-

OURCES 

WRITING 

COMPOSITIO

N  

Planning 

,drafting, 

editing and 

proof reading 

 

READING 

WORD/ 

COMPREH

ENSION  

SPOKEN  

WORD 

M
O

N
 

WALT: 

Vocab: 

 

Faster:  

Middle:  

 

Slower and SEN:  

Du’a & LO 

. 

 

 

 . 

 

Open: 

Closed: 

Through 

classroom 

discussion, 

marking, and 

self-

assessment. 

 

T
U

E
S

 

WALT: 

Vocab: 

 

Faster:  

Middle:  

 

Slower and SEN:  

Du’a & LO 

. 

 

 

 . 

 

Open: 

Closed: 

Through 

classroom 

discussion, 

marking, and 

self-

assessment. 

 

W
E

D
 

WALT: 

Vocab: 

 

Faster:  

Middle:  

 

Slower and SEN:  

Du’a & LO 

. 

 

 

 . 

 

Open: 

Closed: 

Through 

classroom 

discussion, 

marking, and 

self-

assessment. 

 

T
H

U
R

 

WALT: 

Vocab: 

 

Faster:  

Middle:  

 

Slower and SEN:  

Du’a & LO 

. 

 

 

 . 

 

Open: 

Closed: 

Through 

classroom 

discussion, 

marking, and 

self-

assessment. 
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F
R

I 

WALT: 

Vocab: 

 

Faster:  

Middle:  

 

Slower and SEN:  

Du’a & LO 

. 

 

 

 . 

 

Open: 

Closed: 

Through 

classroom 

discussion, 

marking, and 

self-

assessment. 

 

 

Writing Transcription 

Spelling 

 

 

 

 

Handwriting 

 

 

Vocabulary, grammar and punctuation 

 

 

 

 

QUR’AN LESSON PLAN                

DATE: Week starting Monday__ _________              CLASS:_______________________ HOMEWORK: 

 
Medium 

term plan 

ref. no. 
Hifdh & Revision 

(revision of old followed by learning of new section) 

Weekly Themes and Concepts 

(- Phonics/Qaidah Concepts for  (Yr1-Yr 2) & - Tajweed Rules for  

(Yr3- Yr6)) 

Assessment (daily progress on Hifdh and 

Qaa’idah/Qura’n reading) 

- Personalised Learning: (Classes in 3 groups and each 

Ustaadh taking one group) 

(15 mins) 

Collective recital 

Detail surahs/ayahs 

Peer reading-recital 

(5 mins) 

Detail surahs/ayahs 

Directed reading from the board/charts (15 mins) 

Detail differentiated learning intentions & corresponding 

differentiated learning activities 

Testing/supporting 5 pupils daily (writing in their 

Surah books) 

(15 mins). Details which pupils when. 

Mon     Teacher led: 

Faster: 

Middle: 

Slower: 

SEN: 

Group1: 

  

Group 2: 

  

Group3: 

Tues     Teacher led: 

Faster: 

Middle: 

Slower: 

SEN: 

Group1: 

  

Group 2: 

  

Group3: 
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Wed     Teacher led: 

Faster: 

Middle: 

Slower: 

SEN: 

Group1: 

  

Group 2: 

  

Group3: 

Thurs     Teacher led: 

Faster: 

Middle: 

Slower: 

SEN: 

Group1: 

  

Group 2: 

  

Group3: 

Fri     Teacher led: 

Faster: 

Middle: 

Slower: 

SEN: 

Group1: 

  

Group 2: 

  

Group3: 
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ARABIC WEEKLY LESSON PLAN     CLASS:      

  

DATE OF WEEK:  Mon   /  /     to Fri   /  /     Medium term plan ref. no.     D
A

Y
 

LESSON 

OBJECTI
VES 

& WALA 

l.o. 

PUPIL 

LEARNING 
INTENTIONS 

INTRO 

ACTIVITY 

DIFFERENTIATED MAIN ACTIVITES  PLENARY 

ACTIVITY 

Islamic 

ethos/ 
British 

Values/ 

Navigate 
links 

VOCAB / 

key words  

QUESTIONS ASSESS-

MENT & 
WILF 

RES-

OURCE
S 

EVAL-

UATIO
N 

M
O

N
/T

U
E

S
 

Speaking 

& 
listening: 

 

 
WALA: 

A&G:  

 
Faster:  

 

Middle:  
 

Slower: 

Du’a & l.o. 

 

A&G:  

 
Faster:  

 

Middle:  
 

Slower 

1.   
 
2. Thumbs up 
& smiley faces 
in books 
 

3. Du’a 

  Open: 

 
Closed: 

   

T
U

E
S

/W
E

D
 

Reading: 

 
 

 

WALA: 

A&G:  

 
Faster:  

 

Middle:  
 

Slower: 

Du’a & l.o. 

 
 

A&G:  

 
Faster:  

 

Middle:  
 

Slower: 

1.   
 
2. Thumbs up 
& smiley faces 
in books 
3. Du’a 

  Open: 

 
Closed: 

   

W
E

D
/T

H
U

R
S

 

Writing: 

 

 
WALA: 

A&G:  

 

Faster:  
 

Middle:  

 
Slower: 

Du’a & l.o. 

 

A&G:  

 

Faster:  
 

Middle:  

 
Slower: 

1.   
 
2. Thumbs up 
& smiley faces 
in books 
 
3. Du’a 

  Open: 

 

Closed: 

   

T
H

U
R

S
/F

R
I 

Arabic 

Literature: 
 

 

WALA: 

A&G:  

 
Faster:  

 

Middle:  

 

Slower: 

Du’a & l.o. 

 

A&G:  

 
Faster:  

 

Middle:  

 

Slower: 

 

1.   
 
2. Thumbs up 
& smiley faces 
in books 
 
3. Du’a 

  Open: 

 
Closed: 
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F
R

I 

 

 
 

WALA: 

A&G:  

 
Faster:  

 

Middle:  
 

Slower: 

 

Du’a & l.o. 

 

A&G:  

 
Faster:  

 

Middle:  
 

Slower: 

 

1.   
 
2. Thumbs up 
& smiley faces 
in books 
 
3. Du’a 

  Open: 

 
Closed: 

   

 

  Remember Understand Apply Analyse Evaluate Create 

SEN   ()    

Slower   () ()   

Middle ()   () ()  

Faster () ()    () 

G&T () () ()    

 

HOMEWORK: 
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(subject)__________ WEEKLY LESSON PLAN    CLASS:       

DATE OF WEEK:  Mon   /  /     to Fri   /  /      Medium term plan ref. no.    

 D
A

Y
 

LESSON 

OBJECTI

VES 

& 

WALA 

l.o. 

PUPIL 

LEARNING 

INTENTIONS 

INTRO 

ACTIVITY 

DIFFERENTIATED MAIN ACTIVITES  PLENARY 

ACTIVITY 

Islamic 

Ethos/ 

British 

Values/ 

Navigate 

links 

VOCAB / 

key 

words  

QUES-

TIONS 

ASSESS-

MENT & 
WILF 

RES-

OUR

CES 

EVAL-

UATIO

N 

M
O

N
/T

U
E

S
 

1. 

2 

 

________

_ 

WALA: 

A&G:  

Faster:  

Middle:  

Slower: 

Du’a & l.o. 

 

A&G:  

Faster:  

Middle:  

Slower: 

1.   
2. Thumbs 
up & smiley 
faces in 
books 
3. Du’a 

  Open: 

 

Closed: 

   

T
U

E
S

/W
E

D
 

1. 

2. 

________

_ 

WALA: 

A&G:  

Faster:  

Middle:  

Slower: 

Du’a & l.o. 

 

 

A&G:  

Faster:  

Middle:  

Slower: 

1.   
2. Thumbs 
up & smiley 
faces in 
books 
3. Du’a 

 Open: 

 

Closed: 

   

W
E

D
/T

H
U

R
S

 

1. 

2. 

________

_ 

WALA: 

A&G:  

Faster:  

Middle:  

Slower: 

Du’a & l.o. 

 

A&G:  

Faster:  

Middle:  

Slower: 

1.   
2. Thumbs 
up & smiley 
faces in 
books 
3. Du’a 

 Open: 

 

Closed: 

   

T
H

U
R

S
/F

R
I 

1. 

2. 

________

_ 

WALA: 

A&G:  

Faster:  

Middle:  

Slower: 

Du’a & l.o. 

 

A&G:  

Faster:  

Middle:  

Slower: 

1.   
2. Thumbs 
up & smiley 
faces in 
books 
3. Du’a 

 Open: 

 

Closed: 

   

F
R

I 

1. 

2. 

________

_ 

WALA: 

A&G:  

Faster:  

Middle:  

Slower: 

Du’a & l.o. 

 

A&G:  

Faster:  

Middle:  

Slower: 

1.   
2. Thumbs 
up & smiley 
faces in 
books 
3. Du’a 

 Open: 

 

Closed: 
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INDIVIDUAL LESSON PLAN: TEMPLATE & INSTRUCTIONS  

Teaching and Learning -Lesson Planning 
CLASS:    __TEACHER:   ____SUBJECT:__________________WEEK/TOPIC: _ 

DATE:  Duration: __ minutes Time:        

LESSON 

OBJECTIVES: 

THESE MUST BE DETAILED AND SKILL-BASED WHEREVER POSSIBLE. WHAT DO YOU WANT TO COVER THIS LESSON? 

SUB-LEVELLED 

PUPIL LEARNING 

INTENTIONS: 

(success criteria) 

WHAT SHOULD THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES OF PUPILS: KNOW, 

UNDERSTAND AND BE ABLE TO DO BY THE END OF THE LESSON? 

A&G:                                                                          target sub-stage: 

Faster Learners:                                                      target sub-stage: 

Middle Learners:                                                       target sub-stage: 

Slower Learners::                                                      target sub-stage: 

WALA/T: SUMMED-UP, PUPIL-SPEAK LESSON OBJECTIVES. 

NC POS Ref.s: DON’T FORGET THIS! SCHEME OF WORK ref.s: MATCH TO MEDIUM TERM PLAN –USE A 

NO. REFERENCE 

INTRODUCTION MAIN ACTIVITES PLENARY 
Bismillah & Du’a (e.g. 

Rabbi zidni-‘ilma, Rabbi 

hablee hukman wa al-

hiqnee bi-saaliheen) 

Go over niyyah & learning 

intentions & rehearse l.o. 

aloud. 

An introductory activity 

related to/creating pupil 

experience to get pupils 

engaged & thinking about 

l.o 

T.A. FOCUS GROUP: 

DIFFERENTIATED ACTIVITIES SHARPLY FOCUSSED ON ACHIEVING THE LESSON OBJECTIVES 

/PUPIL LEARNING OUTCOMES, PLANNED FOR: 

(MAKE CROSS-CURRICULAR LINKS CLEAR WITH LITERACY AND NUMERACY HERE –USE PAIRED/ 

GROUP DISCUSSIONS & TASKS) 

A&G: (FOCUS ON HOTS – tasks that get pupils to: analyse, evaluate & create) 

Faster Learners: (FOCUS ON HOTS – tasks that get pupils to: analyse, evaluate & create) 
Middle Learners: (FOCUS ON HOTS – tasks that get pupils to: apply, analyse, evaluate) 
Slower Learners: (FOCUS ON LOTS BEFORE HOTS: – tasks that get pupils to: remember &                                

understand - then: apply & analyse) 
 

 

T.A. FOCUS GROUP: 

1.  A THINKING ACTIVITY THAT 
RE-VISITS LESSON OBJECTIVES 
TO ENSURE AS MANY PUPILS AS 
POSSIBLE GOT THEM.  
 
2. Thumbs up in class and smiley 
faces in books 
 
 

Du’a 

 

T.A. FOCUS GROUP: 

 Remember Understand Apply Analyse Evaluate Create 

SEN   ()    

Slower   () ()   

Middle ()   () ()  

Faster () ()    () 

G&T () () ()    

 

Remember not to restrict the learning of any 

pupil whatever group they are in. Challenge and 
activity type and HOTS expected at any stage 

of learning must reflect the aptitude of the pupil 

at that time, however unexpected… 

HOMEWORK: 

 

 Remember Understand Apply Analyse Evaluate Create 

SEN   ()    

Slower   () ()   

Middle ()   () ()  

Faster () ()    () 

G&T () () ()    
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Islamic Ethos/ British Values/ 

Navigate links 

IDEALLY YOU SHOULD HAVE ENCORPORATED A THEME INTO YOUR LESSON OBJECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES & RESOURCES USED. 

POINT OUT HOW HERE. 

QUESTIONS: CLOSED WHEN WILL YOU USE THESE? THESE HELP YOU DIFFERENTIATE FOR SLOWER LEARNERS & MEET CRUCIAL AFL CRITERIA. 

QUESTIONS: OPEN WHEN WILL YOU USE THESE? THESE HELP YOU DIFFERENTIATE FOR FASTER LEARNERS & MEET CRUCIAL AFL CRITERIA. 

VOCAB / KEY WORDS DON’T FORGET TO PUT THESE CLEARLY ONTO THE BOARD. 

SEN/EAL NAME + SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW THIS LESSON WILL CATER FOR THEIR LEARNING NEEDS 

ASSESSMENT & WILF HOW WILL YOU CHECK PUPILS HAVE ACHIEVED THE LESSON OBJECTIVES? WHEN WILL YOU DO THIS?SUMMATIVE/FORMATIVE? 

HOMEWORK DON’T FORGET THIS! 

RESOURCES EVALUATION (this must be filled in) 

 What parts of this lesson went well? 

What parts of this lesson did not go so well? 
How could you do them differently next time? 

What percentage of the class achieved this lesson’s objectives? 0-25%, 26-50%, 51-75%, 76-100%? 

Does this lesson need to be re-visited to reinforce or re-address its objectives? 
When will you re-visit it? 

Blooms Taxonomy & Higher Order Thinking Skills 
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Taken from http://edorigami.wikispaces.com/Bloom%27s+Digital+Taxonomy 

http://edorigami.wikispaces.com/Bloom%27s+Digital+Taxonomy

